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I’m not sure how the weather has been lately in
your part of the word, but here in Scotland we have
been enjoying a lovely, but rare, spring spell, while
hearing of gales bringing down trees and tearing of
roofs in southern England. The weather in the UK
is rarely reliable, but it makes for some great photo
opportunities.
The ‘eagle-eyed’ amongst you will notice some design changes to
LPM this month. Our previous LPM masthead has served us well, but
we wanted something cleaner and more modern to take us into the
next ive years. Choosing a new font is rather like walking into the
biggest camera shop in the world and being asked to pick just one
favourite, but we hope you like the end result.
I would also like to introduce to you our newest contributor, Karen
Hutton. I found her writing style fresh and slightly teasing and her
photography inspiring, so we are delighted she has joined the LPM
team. I hope you will enjoy her articles as much as we do.
Finally, don t miss this month s article on Coastal Landscapes.
Photographing coastal landscapes under a variety of weather and
light conditions can be extremely challenging but also an outstanding
experience. Mark Hamblin shares with us some advice on capturing
the coastal mood. And most deinitely, don t forget to check out the
coastal landscapes gallery that follows the article. One word for this
– stunning.
Until next month…
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Gesäuse National Park, Austria by Michael Gunther from Austria • Pentax K-5IIs, Pentax 17-70mm f/4, f/11, 1/10sec, ISO 100
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